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1. 	 IlMODUCTION l u SYJIIARY OF CONCLUSIONS 
1.1. 	 One of the projects, which were assigned to the If.A.R.U. 
by the Research Fellows:lip Committee, is the construction 
of a mathematical model for goods handling in a warehouse. 
This report, which concludes the first stage of the project, 
defines a mathematical model for warehouses in ILtich goods 
are stored ia unit locations. A practical example would be 
a store using pallets in pallet racking. 
1.2. 	 Je have been careful to base the model only on such data as 
are generally available in warehouse operations, and believe 
that tae fori.mlae we put forward can be applied directly in 
practical problems, prov:lded our assumption is justified, 
that handling effort, however expressed (e.g. cost of handling, 
time taken per unit), is proportional to quantity and 
distance over which goods have to be moved during the 
warehousing process. 
1. 
	1.3. 	 Our maim findings are that handling effort can ue minimised, 
within the framework of a given ti;'.e dependent storage 
policy sucL as 2IFO or LIFO, by: 
i) 	 inpooing a rule of always storas. incouin 
goods in the nearest free location and issuins 
outgoing goods frou the nearest full location. 
ii.) 	 by for_lihg storage blocks of unit loc- 
ations uith dimensions given by the Jirensions 
of tae unit location and the performance 
characteristi-cs of the handling equip Lent, and 
iii) ay storing each commodity witin tae warehouse 
in accordance with a calculation, which uses 
as its data the avelage rate of thrcualput 
and the maximum expected storage capacity for 
that commo:lity. 
	
1.4. 	 By the al:pIicacion of the above rule one can decide on the 
capacity, shape and lay-out of a warehouse for a variety of 
available handlin equips ent and thence choose that 
combination of equipment end lay-out, that minimises total 
cost. 
	
1.5. 	 Sections 2 and of this report are introductory. Section 
4, develops the wain formulae. Section 5 discusses their 
use. 
2. 
Section k", then considers the problem of orc-ter picLinil;, and 
Section 7 discusses the effect of tilTte dependant storaas 
policies on the model. 
1. 	 These 7 sections form the main part of the report. -.Te have 
added a short section (Section 3) on en attempt to devise 
a :ormula for baildin: cost and its link to haudiins effort, 
and a sect:_on Unction 9) en the use of tha model ;Alen 
considering warehouse automation. Section lC deals with the 
mathei:atics. 
1.7. 	 We have tried throughout (except in Section 1C) to 1-.eep the 
lathematics as simple as possible. :everthelege by the 
nature of the project, we could net avoid using mathsmatical 
formulae. 
In order to enhance the understanding of the for:Au:lee, we 
have attached a numerical example. Obviously, we have 
chosen small numbers ich may be far fro w. reality; we have 
LoTTever tried to cc.n3truct the example in such a way, that 
the values .:7e have chooscu are in a relationship to each 
other similar to that found in 7ractice. 
3 . 
2. 	 THE 7TflPOSE AND APPLICABILITY OF A i.a1"7-1ENA's:7ICAL MODEL 
	
2.1. 	 Contrary to general belief, mathematics is not concerned 
with calculation. Calculational procedures, such as, for 
example, the rules of arithmetic, have rather the characters 
of by-prcducts of the fomal theoretical work of mathematicians, 
which encompasses the field of logical relationships, such 
relationships can, but need not, be of a quantitative nature. 
	
2.2. 	 Any mathematical formula is a formal description of a logical 
relationship between two or %ore "things"; what the "things" 
are, need not be defined. It is the formula that matters, 
because mathematics is concerned with finding consistent rules 
that explore logical relationships and therefore permit 
statement about the collection of "things" that are in such 
a relationship. 
	
2.3. 	 Conversely, giver: a set of such consistent rules, if we can 
define formal relationships between knolm "things" we can 
apply the rules, aad the consequent statements are -Caen 
applicable to the "things" of interest. 
	
2.4. 	 For example, the tern "centre of gravity", is a theoretical 
fiction, derived from observations in physical mechanical 
studies. It can Le expressed formally in mathematical terms. 
4. 
In certain circumstaLces, the same Zormula gives tne best 
location of a warehouse that has to sul„ply a Ihlown number 
of retail outlets in a siven area. Thus gin cl..e case the 
'things" that are related by the forLmia are points and 
theor,2tical forces in an abstract geometrical configuraticn, 
in the other, they are real geographical locations and 
actual r;uantities of goods. 
2.5. 	 Ti-e art of constructing mathematical models is the derivation 
of formal relatiol.ships from real situations. Once the 
abstract formulations are written down, one can operate on 
the formulae by the rulas o mathematics, in order tc solve 
pro:Aems that arise from the real situation. Clearly, there 
will always be a difference between reality and theoretical 
description, anc the quality of a mathcaatical model depends 
on finding a formula, S11211 that that difference does not 
affect the practical results. 
n ; 
4.0,6 The results that usually are of interest, and the whole 
purpose cf constructing mathematical models is twofold. 
Firstly to sain insisbt into and nederstauding of coplex 
situations or systems, and secondly, to derive rules that in 
some way ortilAse activities in such situations or the 
perforamce of such systeTas. One has, of course, to define 
what is meant by "optimising:'. In connercial studies, 
optimisation usually denotes either maximising profits or 
minimising costs. 
5. 
2.7. 	 In this first attempt to construct a mathematical model of 
a warehouse we had first or all to simplify reality in 
order to be able to set up our formulae, always with the 
proviso, that we must net depart from the real situation so 
far as to 1-.ace our r-,1salts inapplicable. 
2.3. 	 Thus we consider here only the type of warehouse in which 
direct access to all units stored exists. An example of 
such a warehouse, would be one in wLiich all items coue as 
standard pallets and are stored in pallet racking, one pallet 
per cubicle. The results are, therefore, not directly 
applicable to warehouses in which goods are stored in stacks. 
We belive, however, that from this first model of a simple 
type of warehouse, we shall be able to derive models for the 
more complicated storage system. 
	 These will be the subject 
of a second' report. 
2.(2. 	 Again, since in order to apply the model to any real situation, 
requires observations of the real situation, we took care 
that the data that will be required are of a type that are 
generally available to warehouse managers, as explained in 
the folloi7ing chapters. 
6. 
3. 	 TERJIJOLCCY, 1:0TLTICC AliD BASIC ASSUYPTIOUS 
	
3.1. 	 The project is concerned with materials handling in a 
warehouse. For the purilose of the research, the term "ware-
housc" covers all types of spatial storage, i.e. au location, 
building, construction etc. that is assigned to hold stocks 
of one or more difference types of items in unitised form. 
Whether these stocl:s are raw materials, in -process stocks or 
finished goods is irrelevant. Equally the research is not 
concernad with the reason why stocks are held, or with stock 
control. 
17e assume that stocks, in the amounts given by the stock 
control system, need to be stored and the project is 
concerned with the form of storing tease stocks in an 
optimal way. 	 e shall, 1-owever, use certain results as to 
stock distributions that have been obtained by research into 
!,teck control systems. 
	
3.2. 	 The term "distributions" as used in this report refers to 
probability distributions. Thus the scock of any item held 
in a warehouco will have a "distribution", i.e. it is 
possible to assign a probeAlity that at any time Cle stoci. 
of the item may have a given value, aid also state that 
stock will not exceed a certain value more than, say, x% of 
time. Further1we can then also speak of an average stock 
7. 
and a stock vaziance. Variance in connection with probability 
is a measure of variability, usually designated by the 'zreek 
letter a2. For example, a stock that will never fall below 
say 10 unita and never e::cae,.1 say 20 units will have a smaller 
variance than one that fluctuates between, say, 0 and 50 units. 
The square root of the variance called "standard deviation" 
is also often used in statistical calculation and since the 
natation for variance is 02 the notation for the standard 
aviation is a. 
	
3.3. 	 Otherwise, in this report e shall use greet: letters other 
than a to denote proportions, i.e. greet;, letters stand for 
ratios, which, unless otherwise indicated, will lie between 
0 and 1. 
	
3.4. 	 Unitised goods are usually stocked in rectangular blocks 
within a storage area, e.g. in racking or stacks of ',loxes 
or pallets, etc. T:or the first step we chose a very simple 
model, for which the output and input is always in the same 
unit, where any unit Fithin the stack or block can be 
extracted and the handling equipment can move only one unit 
at a time. An example would be a warehouse which receives 
and issues goods in integral multiples of pallet loads, and 
where pallets are held in racking, which is subdivided into 
cells holding a single pallet. 
G. 
FIG. 31 
WAREHOUSE BLOCK OF STORE CEU.S 
In Section 6 below we consider the cace of output units 
different from if.7)ut units,i.e. order picking. 
-,. 3.1 shows such an arrailgement of 125 cells, 3 cells aide 
5 cells long and 	 Each location could be identified by 
a triplet of integral numbers, giving position in the two 
directions and height. In such a block arrangement, movement 
is p:)Jsible only in directions at right angles to each other. 
Thus the distance From a given reference point to any storage 
cell is given by the sum of three nuybers, the distance from 
reference point along, across and upwards. These three 
distances can serve as the identification triplet of numbers 
for each storase 
3.5. 	 For the purpose of tae model, we can take as reference point 
one bottom corner of the block (marked 5 in Pig. 1), as the 
true reference points (say A and 2, in Fig. 3.1) i.e. receiving 
and despatch bays, will only aad a known distance to all 
locations. This ray be a surprising statement, and it is 
therefore, worth while to go into greater detail. 
Consider the bottom layer of cells in a 3 x 3 arrangement. 
The distance of eac:: cell from the theoretical reference 
point is shown in each cell in Fig. 3.2a. 
9. 
Fig.3.2c Pig.3.2a 	 Fig.3.2b 
2 3 4 	 2 
O 
Assume now that the entrance is at 3 and the exit at the top 
left corner at 3, (Fig.2.2b). The distances of the cells, 
from the exit are also shown in Fig.3.2b. Since total distance 
over which any item of goods has to travel, is the sum of 
coming into a cell, and out, the total distance of interest 
for eachcell 7.s the sum of the distances 2rom entry and exit 
point. This is shown in Fir;. 3.2c. If we move the exit to 
the diagonally opposite corner, the cell distances become 
equal in each layer (Fig. 3.2d). Observe, that the average 
distance remains the same, no matter whcte exit and entrance 
are. 
If entrance and exit are shifted to the middle of one 
as in Fig.3.2e 
3 
Fig. 	 3.2e 
1 2 3 
0 1 2 
2 3 
a saving in total and hence average ':istance accrues, but 
again the individual cell distances change by fixed amounts, 
which are knovn once the exact location of entrance/exit is 
known. 
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	3.6. 	 If one further considers, that a warehouse is comiletely 
filled only on relatively rare occasions, there is a definite 
adv-ntage in "having a single point as entratxe and exit. If, 
for exam?le in the niaa cell warehouse of Fig. 3.2, we impose 
the rule that goods are always store in the nearest empty 
cell and taken from the nearest full cell, a::..1 on average 
only 5 of the nine cells are occupied then on average 
movetont 	 tae place in the area of the "nearest" 5 cells, 
and the average distance over which any single item moves will 
be 2.4, 2.8 
	 4, for the arrangement in 3.2a, 3.2c and 3.2d 
respectively. The greater the proportion that is usually 
occupied the smeller t-e difference between the possible 
arrangements of entrance and exit. This is tree, for every 
size of warehouse, and, therefore can be taken, as the first 
olitained from our model. 
Lhether, this result is in practice applicable, depends, of 
course, on whether goods can be moved into and out of a 
storage area via the same doorway. There are many situations 
in which this is possible, Lut even where this is not possible, 
the results obtained by assumin:1, a single reference point 
are applicable, because the effect of separating entrance 
from exits only adds 7.1.,.cun fixed amounts to the clic:tailed-1s. 
	
3.7. 	 We further assume that input and output is variable, and 
that there exists a stock control system which permits us 
11. 
to estimate the distribution of stocks, averaze L,tock and 
variance and any correlation between stocks of any two items. 
Vassian (JORSA 1355 3 (3) 272-2;32) has shovin that., given the 
replenishment system: Order m Forecast of demand - Stock 
available Safety Stock and fixed lead time, the stock has 
the same distribution as the Forecast Error, independent of 
the forecasting formula used. A number of other authors, 
including the writer of this report, have shown that the use 
of an exponential smoothing formula for :orecasting, results 
in an unbiased distribution of forecast errors with average 
0, and furthermore, that such a formula adapts itself quickly 
to any changes in demand, so that over time the distribution 
of errors can be taken as stable and symmetrical. 
Usually lead time variability does not materially alter this 
distribution. Thus, for certain results :re shall assume 
that the stock control system is such that stocks are 
distributed symmetrically around an average equal to a 
stipulated safety stock. 
Finally, we have to decide the question of optimisation. 
Warehousing is usually a commercial operation. A priori, 
therefore, profit ma:dmisation would seem appropriate. On 
the other hand, more often than not, :Yarehousing forms only 
a part of a business, and furthermore our remit is restricted 
12. 
to the consideration of lisndling. For these reasons we 
selectee "handling effort" as the criterion, and define it 
as dependent on distance over which a unit item has to ee 
ooved. Li mathematical syobols, since movement within the 
simple - yarehouse model we stipulate, can take place only 
at right angiez, this handling effort can be ex,Iressed as 
f 	 + g (y) + d (z) 
	 (3.1) 
with: x = distance along, y = distance across, z = vertical 
distance. In words: handling effort, per urit, is related 
to the sum of movements along, across and vertical. Further 
consideration, in particular study of published performance 
characteristics of handling equipment and work study results 
on goods handling, itAdicates that the relationship between 
distance and effort is linear, and can therefore be expressed 
as 
= ax + by + cz 
The haneling effort itself can be expresseC, as a cost, - in 
which case a, b, and c, represent cost of moving one item 
one unit in each direction -, or as tiJe, or as pos=er 
consumption, whichever is appropriate. 
(3.2) 
The object is, of course, to minimise handling effort. 
3.9. 	 Ue du nut say, ti at handling effort is alyays proportional 
to distance moved as stated in formula (3.2), only that in 
our preliminary investiLations we nave not found any contrary 
13. 
example, and that, therefore, in our first attempt to 
construct a mathematical model of movement in a warekouse 
the formula is appropriate. 
14. 
LIST O SYIIOLS 
• Ratio of maximuo. capacity for 	 commodity to 
total maximum capacity 
th 
Ratio of average stock to maxim 	 i um capacity for  
conmodity 
Ratio of width to length 
of storage cell 
natio of height to langt I h  
natic of average minimum stock to average stock 
a 	 = 	 Unit effort in x direction (langta) 
• Unit effort in y direction (width) 
Unit effort in z direction (height) 
a 
	 = 	 Unit effort in y direction 
when measuring in terms of 
• Unit effort in z direction cell length 
e, ^,h, 
•Im• 
K,K. 
K,Ki  
A 
as a,g,,J, 	 for sequential order }sicking 
tverage rate of throughput 
.tn 
= 	 Average stock, total and i 	 commodity 
Maximum required capacity, total = 	  
= 	 Unit cost for floor, roof area 
= 	 Unit cost for wall area 
tin 
and 	 commodity i 
of liuilding 
.C, 	 = Average number of lines per Order. 
4. 	 HOVEilLFiT WITLL.4 Thi WAIILhOUSh 
	
4.1. 	 The first and perhaps moot il:_portant conclusion that we have 
arrived at, by considering the simple model described in the 
revious section, is that movement in a warehouse depends on 
stock distributions rather then possiole forms of derand and 
supply, provided that suca stock distributions are not time 
dependent. This proviso seems at first to be important, but 
research into stock control systems has shown that statistical 
methods of adaptive deLland forecasting coupled with eff!cient 
re-order rules leads to stable stock distributicus that are 
independent of tine, except for known seasonal variations for 
7hich provision can be made. 
	
4.2. 	 To illustrate this point in greater detail, mcveent and hence 
nandling in a warehouse, consisting of storage ce3.ls as ill 
Fig. 1., del ends on tae amount of cells that are full and 
their spatial distribution within the block of cells at any 
given time. The number of full cells trill fluctuate in 
accordance with the stock distriLution. If we impose a rule, 
that incoming gooes are always assigned to the nearest free 
celis and outgoing goods always taken from the nearest full 
cells, we shall achieve a clustering of full cells that will 
tend to the form of a cube, one corner of which will be the 
reference point, if the cells themselves are cubes. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 4.1, where the values marked in the cells 
are the distances from the reference point. Thus for 3 cells 
16. 
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FIG 4.1. 
FLOOR PLAN OF WAREHOUSE WITH ALL DISTANCES 
full, the arrangement re,arked by the thick lines dives the 
minimum total distance. "No other arrangement of 3 cells can 
give a lower value. 
4.3. 	 is, in our simple model, we define a cell to be capable of 
holding one unit only, the term "nearest" is unambiguous since 
each cells distance from a reference point can be measured, 
and if, as is in rractice often true, there are two separate 
reference points, incoming and outgoing, the cell distance is 
the sum of the two distances, as any incoming unit will in due 
course, become an outGoi-_-_1.; unit. 
Thus in order to estimate the average distance over which units 
have to be moved, we need only consider the extent of the 
cluster of cells given by the average stock in the warehouse. 
4•4• 	 If we have a warehouse of is cells, arranged as a block m cells 
long, n cells wide and p cells high, and the cells themselves 
are cubes of side 1, then the average distance to the reference 
point is given by 
m + n + p  
2 
The minimum total distance of all cells rs achieved ii, as 
near as possible, m = n = p. 
4.5. 	 If, as is usual, the cells are rectangular with their sides 
in ratio of 1:y:6, for length to width to heignt, 
17. 
average distance, taking the longest side as unit of measure-
ment is given by 
m + yn + 61- 
2 
Again minimum total distance is achieved if the block is 
a cube, i.e. if the cells are arranged as near as possible so 
teat we have a cube: w 	 1 cells long, —w cells across and --w cells 
hic:a, with w = 3VETT In practice w is the nearest integer so 
1 1 that w3 	 Ky6 and similarly— 
Y 
w, —w must be rounded up to its 
6 
nearest whole number. 
(4.1a) 
4. 	 Our interest, however, is in a handling function that is a 
linear function of distance, of the form ax by cz. Thus 
to find the average value of the handling function per unit 
in a block of:mxnxp=Kcells, in which every cell has 
the chance of being full or empty, we multiply the average 
distance in the block by a, b, c, respectively. Setting 
g = by, 	 d = a we have an average unit handling value as per 
Expression (4.11), 	 an approximation, that suffices for the 
purposes o2 minimisation. The exact formulae is derived in 
0,10-section 10. 
an + TO dp  
2 
Again, a minimum handling value, be it cost or any other 
expression of handling effort, is achieved if the IC cells are 
arranged co that we have, as near as possible, a block, — cells 
a 
long, — cells ;tree and— cells high, with w = , 0 0 
(4.11,) 
2 
• 
	4.7. 	 The rule of always usin nearest cells forces movement to take 
place within a cluster of cells of ',he order of stock in hand. 
On average, therefore, movement takes place in a space equivalent 
to that required by the average stock in hand, say, lc. 
If then there are no spatial restrictions, that is, if the 
linear Linens inns of the warehouse are greater than or equal 
W to 	 71 cells, respectively, and one commodity only is 
stored, the mi:limum average handiLlg effort per unit is given 
by 
= 3 — 	
(4.2) 
where 	 =K g d - 	 r. T7 
The above implies that zee now re—define 'nearest", as 
least handling effort. 
	
4.3. 	 Consider now a warehouse that has a capacity of X unita. It 
has to store N different commodities, of which the stock 
distributions are known. Accordingly the required maximum 
its' for the  	 comr-oaity is Ki, the sum of th,: capacities 
adding to the total K, thus 	 X. = L. The proportion of 
th 
capacity taken up by the maximum required for the i item is 
ai  = K . /X. Further the average stock of the i
th item is given 
N 
by R., with the total average stock R, thus ,, 7 v, ..... - - • 7 .• 
1 	 i= 1. L  
Finally the average rate of throughput for the i commodity 
is :K. units, and the total average rate of throughput for all 
commodities is 1.1, so that E M . = U Ile shall assume that 
1=1 
i =1 
19. 
4that is we rank the N commodities in descending j 
order of movement rate. Thus the first item has the highest 
and the Nth 
 item the lowest rate of throughput. 
4.9. 	 There are essentially only two methods of assigning commoditin. 
to storage cells. 
method 1 separates the K cells into N groups. This partition 
could -1,1e achieved by dividing the axis of the block in proportion 
to the required maximum capacities. In its simplest form, one 
could hivide just one axis, say the longest one, so that the ith 
colimoditywouldbeassignedassacea.mcells long, n cells 
wide and p cells high. 
Alternatively partition could be carried out along two or 
threeaxes,sothattheitlI pi.rtwouldbep.m cells long, 
v.n cells wide p cells high with p.v. = a. or p.m cells long 
v.n cells wide and Tr. cells aig with p.v.7. = a, resDectively. 
1 	 11) 1 1 1 
(See Fig.4,2 for two commocities). 
Method 2 consists of storing all items together. 
4.10. Method 1, with 'Cho commodities ranked in descending order of 
throughput, is vie wellknown rule of Thumb: "Put the fast 
moving items nearest the door". 
.t- 
Uithin the space allocated to the i 	 commoc.ity, movement 
20. 
Q2 
ITEM I 
Q2 
01 
N 
Q2 
F1G.4,2. 
WAREHOUSE PO5MON1NG BY ITEM 
I 
I TEM 2 
will on average be within a rectang-elar 
	
1 block w. long, — wide 
1 
	
w. 
and 1— high. One corner of this block will be nearest the 
reference point. The average minimal handling effort for the 
.th 
1 	 commodity is thus given by 
= M, 	 + L 	 (4.3) 
di 
 = handling effort per unit over the distance from the 
th 
corner of the space, assigned to the i 
	 commodity, nearest 
to reference point, to the reference point. The first part 
of (4.3) within the square brackets gives the average handling 
it ` effort per unit, within the space assigned to the . commodity. 
Fig. 4.2. shows the arrangement for two commodities. 
It is clear, that no matter how many comedities there are, 
di a=Oalways,andallotherd.1  will be greater or equal 
w1, if, at least, the space assigned to the first commodity, 
which is the fastest moving, is dimensioned so that handling 
effort for it is a minimum. 
4.1'. For the total average handling effort for all commodities 
say H (1) under 1iethod 1 of layout ..we have therefore 
-CI (1) = 3 iE l H. 	
0 
E M. 1  d. 1=1 1 
	 (4.4) 
and 
is (1) > 	 E 11. w. + wE 4.1  1 1 	 ,  i.=2 
(4.4a) 
21. 
Now let 
0,, 
13 
agd = 
then 
i=1 " 
1/3 1/3 	 1/3 _1/3 
w_ = C o. 	 0. 
w. 	 G1/3a,.1/3K1/3  
1 	 1 
and (4.4a) can be rewritten 
A 
E(1) 	 G
1/3 1/3 I (a.0.)1/3 	 G1/3a.1  L. /31/3 E Phi  
i=1 " i=2 
Under Nethod 2 the total average handling effort, say, 3;(2), is 
r,iven by 
3 
11(2) = 	 - N = 3 G  1/3,1/3 1/3_ 2 
4.12. 	 Clearly, if the difference between (4.4) and (4.5) is positive, 
then llethod 2 is better, i.e. requires less handling effort, 
otIlruise liethod 1 is nreferable. 1:e cannot write down the 
values of d., gather than G1, explicitly, since there are a 
large number of ways of assignin3 space to the commoc-tities. If 
we use (4.4b) instead (4.4) in calculating the difference, we 
may err in favour of Method i. Ue show below (Section 5) how 
this error can be av,LiCed. 
Let A be the difference between (4.417.) Ln(I (4.5). The sign of 
A is therefore the criterion which decidcs between Method 1 
and Method 2. 
(4,4b) 
VT..1 E.7% / 
22. 
3 1/3_1/3 	 1/3 1/3,1/3 A 	 G 	 6.)1/311. -1-G 	 al 	 ni 2 	 (4.6) i=1 	 1=2 
3 G1/3 131/3K1/3M 
Ciace we are only interested in whether A is positive or 
negative we can simplify (4.6) to 
= E  2. i , 
N 
(a.B4)1/3 	 (E ot.S. 3. 1 	 1 	 i=1 1 1 
1/3 
cc 	 ) (4.6a) 
   
Expression (4.6a) shows that the choice between the methods 
depends on rate of throughput, relative capacity requirements, 
and stock distributions. 
4.13. It may appear that all the above formulae neglect weight as 
affecting handling effort. 
Now, weight of a storage unit does differ between commodities, 
thus a standard pallet load of one commodity will on the whole 
have the same di ensigns as that of another commodity, but may 
weigh considerably more or leso. 
The effect of weight, however, is aLain a propovtional one. 
Thus we only need to alter the expression for (3.2.) to 
= S (ax 4. by 	 c) 
where S is a weight factor. 
therefore, need only define N. = Sand = S.M., and i 	 1 1 
substitute Ifi,A,ax .,414Lin the exrressions of ti,e preceding 
2 
subsections to account for weight. In other cords 	 and 
in these formulae can be rates of throughput eiti,er in units 
of quantity or units of weic:ht, whichever may be appro7riate. 
4.14. 	 The criterion of choice, given by (4.5a) is based on handling 
effort only. The total maximum capacity K of a warehouse, however, 
is not a fixed number, but depends on method of storage and 
stock distributions. In fixing a maximum capacity, the intention 
is clearly to assure with a high probability that one can store 
all the necessary stock. Given that one wishes to assure this 
with a probability of, say, 99%, then under ilethod 1, the part 
i  th of the warehouse assigned to the 	 item must have a capacity 
of K., such that the probability that at any time stock of the 
.th litemexceeos::.is less than 1X. Similarly for all other 
items, and U., the total capacity is the suraoftl- nder 
i1ethod 2, however, one needs to assure only that 9S)Z of maximum 
total stock i.e. stock of all items together, can be stored. 
Now if the items are independent, that is if they are not 
correllated, the probability that both item i and j exceed. 
K. and A.:. respectively is 0.01% much less than the stipulated 
1%. In other words, the probability that more than one item 
will at any given time have a very high stock is small compared 
to the probabilities of each item rising to such high stock 
separately. :hence t':1c required total value under Method 2 
will for the sane items be less tan that for Uethod 1. This 
is true also if some of the items are correlated, since such 
a group can for this purpose be treated as a single item in 
24. 
the calculation of the leauired value of C. 
4.115 	 If the stock control system is such that stock distributions 
are symmetric and approximately normal, this can be easily 
demonstrated as folicws: 
The maximum capacity required for the ith commodity Trill La 
iv&& by 
1 = 	
Is.e; where k depends on the risk one is 
willing to take of being unable to find room for some incomin3 
units. 	 With k = 3 , for elzample, that risk is of the order 
of one tenth of one per cent. 
	
The total capacity required 
is therefore upder :;ethod 1 
K 
	
E K. 	 k 	 a. 
i=-1 1 	 1=1 
II the stock distribution for all commodities are symmetrical, 
then the distribution of the total stock, will approach the 
normal Oistributicr. with average equal to the sum of the 
averases and variances equal to the sum of the variances, i.e. 
;4.7) 
ii u2 = E a.2  
i=1 (4.8) 
eider Method 2 the required capacity for the same risk factor 
 
k is therefore 
   
X/ 	 = E K- . 	 k 	 02. 
	
i=1 • 	 Vi=i 1  
 
(4.9) 
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In the differno,..:: 
1 ,4 
K - 	 T = riffs 
Li=1 
the first.: term i.c the bracket of 
c21 li 	 (4.10) 
i 
(4.10) is a sum of roots, tae 
(5, 	 ' E 
1=1 
second term is the root of a sum of tae same alenal,ts. LLence 
the second term is less than the first; therefore, the 
difference K i0 is always positive. 
Thus under 1:ethod 2, there will albays be less space required 
than under iiethod 1. 
5. 	 APPLICABILITY OF TLE 	 MODIL  
	
5.1. 	 The formulae of Section 4, above, decide the optimal shape 
axed method of layout of a ware:Jouse for which input and output 
is in the same  unit and in which every unit stored is directly 
accessible. Optimal here means least hadnling effort. 
Vc how discuss how in practice the -;e formulae can be applied. 
	
5.2. 	 To the reader, Eot used to handling mathematical models, the 
formulae, as given, must appear to have a grave defect. We 
have stated that handling effort depends on the distance over 
which ary unit rust be moved into and out of stock, but nowhere 
have we explicitly mentioned that part of the distance that 
in practice must be taken up by ganguays; but gangways there 
mat be, as is obvious from Fig. i1. 
The point of the formulae, nowever, is that they include that 
part of the distance attributable to gengaays, on the assumption 
that all gangways have the same width and distance is measured 
in units of one side of a cell plus a proportion of gangway 
width, as shown in Fig. 5.1. Throughout we calculate distances 
from a reference point, 3, which is the _First cell. Thus the 
distances calculated are less than the true distances. This 
does not effect the derivation of shape and layout that assures 
minimal handling effort, as the true distances and handling 
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effort differ from the calculated one only by a fixed constant 
amount, which is the handling effort from entrance/exit to the 
first cell. 
For the calculation of the actual area required, one can therefore 
use the externled cell dimensions. 1;c1,1 the cell dil&nsions are 
x, yx and 6z. For K cells tha total arca required is therefore 
Ky x 
,.,ut the distance from the reference point to, for example, 
the cell marked 	 .n Fig. 5, is given by 
= 5x 	 yx 
Thus distance and hancling effort is measured in unit:: 
related to the cell inclusive of gangway required for access. 
As can be seen from Fig. 5.1, this is the only part of the 
total area of gmgways that enters distance calculation within 
the 7.arahouse area. 
Since tne flimensions cf a unit of item to be stored, - for 
instance, one pallet load - are known, the cell dimensions 
and minimal gangway widths can be calcul- ted. Hence units 
based on the above descri7)od cell 
	 can ",,e translated, 
whenever required, into the more common measures of length, 
area and volui.e. 
5.3. 	 Zxpression (4.2) gives the minimal average handling effort per 
unit of a commodity for which the averas stock and, by 
2. 
implication, the ma.xinum stock is known. 
This minimum con be acLieved only, if the total ntiLLer of 
cells required for that corm.cdity, X., are arr;.-.1.:;er: into a 
w. 	 w. 	 w. 
bloc'.: of — cells — cells x —4   cells. In practice, 
a 	 8 
w. 	 31/K.a^d is hardly eve:: a whole number, hence one must 
choose the nearest whole numbers. 
5.4. 	 Levertheless, even the appro4imation to the ideal minitium 
that is necessary in practice, will not disturb gre_tly the 
shEya of the block of cells chat ensures minimal handling 
effort, and that shape car_ in practice be achieved, certainly 
in new buildings, that are designe,:l on the i:aais of the above 
focmulae, and possibly in old builei 
	
If, in any existin: 
1.uildin3r., it shculd not be possible to arrange the cells 
into the resuired minimal block, the forr)ulae trill permit 
calculation of the excess handling effort over the theoretical 
miniauff, that is due to the effect of the building;, and thence 
can be used in evaluating the advantages of a move to a 
different building. 
5.5 	 The expression (4.6a) is the criterion for layout. Consideration 
of (4.6a) leans one to believe that more often than not A 
will be negative. On the other hand, in a multi-commodity 
warehouse, it is questionable whether the only possible 
decision is: either separate all commodities or store all 
together. It is far more practicable to investigate, which 
of the commodities ought to ,e stereo together, which separate, 
and where. Thus t..e A is calculated in a step wise fashion. 
Starting with commodities 1 ant. 2 i.e. 
. 2  2N 1/3  
.
1 
 '013.)113 11.4- 10 	 1-3 	 - 1 1 
1/31 	 1/, 
- 	 + M2) (a1"1  + a2  02  ) 	 i+ a, 	 il 2 
If A > 0, set i l = 1 4. iq22 - 
andsnl-•stituteN'sfori'lin(5.3).Clearlytheu.anwill 
also change, since in the first step al = Ki/ (1(, + K2), and 
a2 = I - a,: in the second step, using the N' 1  = (K1  + K2)/ 
+ 
	
0.. in the second step is 01 = alai + ct22. 
1 
The third sLep, if A > 0 in the second step, is based on the 
sum of the first 'Circe commodities, IT = Mi + ii2 + ii., pith 
consequent changes in the airs and 	 This procedure io 
re4eate.1 till A becomes negative. If this happens at the .th 
step, the first i-1 commodities are to 7- stored together. 
It is clear that in calculating A by (5.3) the di of (4.4) 
equals the wi of (4.4a), hence the inquality of (4.4a) does 
not apply. 
As soon as a negative A is reached, we restart the process 
for tae (n i + 1) remaining commodities, sc that in foe end, 
there =rill be groups of commodities, that are to -e stored 
together. This calculation does not, of course, exclude the 
result that each commodity ought to be storee separately. 
(5.3) 
An illustration of the above process is given in the numerical 
exempla oa pages 76 ff. 
	
5.6. 	 The savings in handling effort and space dlle to storing 
different comidodities together must, of course, be set off 
against increased cost of data processing, that such a storage 
pattern requires. It is obvious that, if a computer is used 
for stock control or order processing, then the cost of the 
additional data processing will be relatively low, as all that 
will be required is a modification to the existing programmes. 
The cost of keeping track of all units in a completely manual 
data processing system, may be higher than the savings achieved 
by mixed storage. 	 generally valid formula can be given, 
but again, as in the case of "ouilding imposed restrictions, the 
calculation of achievable savings in handling and space can 
hell, to judge possible changes in any existing data processing 
system. 
	
5.7. 	 The values of a, g and d, depend on the dimension of the cell 
ana gangway width, and the handling equipment used. Thus, to 
give a practical example, in a waL-ehouse storing palletised 
goods, moved by fork lift trucks, different. performance 
characteristics of the trucks will lead to different shape of 
blocks and different layouts. Again the cost of the trucks will 
vary with their performance characteristics. 
If a, g and d is expressed in monetary terms, the total 
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cost of handling will -ue given by the handling effort as 
calculated frog the above given formulae plus the cost of 
the equipment. Hence one can calculate the total costs for 
all available types of fork lift trucks and thence cide on 
the uost suitable (ENample on page 76ff.) 
6. 	 OMER ?IC-LAG 
G.i. 	 Order picking becomes necess-ry when the unit of input is 
different, and ,a.rellter, than the unit of output, There are 
essentially only two methods: Commodity directed, Thich we 
shall call "parallel ricking" and Order directed, or "sequential 
picv4-2". 
G. 	 Parallel picking means that a number of oroers are ilealt with 
in parallel, by sel,i_cting the total quantity of one commodity 
at a tine required for that nur.ber of orders and distributing 
IL to the orders. 
6.3. 	 Sequential order picking deals with the orders in sequence 
V.at is selecting all the commodities required for a single 
order, at a time. 
6.4. 	 There is also a hybrid case, where commodities arc transferred 
in quantities required for a number of orders to a marshallinci 
area, and sequential order picking takes place there. This 
method is often found in warehouses of the pallet rack type, 
uhere the lo:7est cells are used as "live" store, from which 
sequential picking takes place, wnilst the rest of the warehouse 
is in effect one in which unit of input equals unit of output. 
o.5. 	 Total average handling effort under parallel picking is, of 
course, equal to handling effort uithili a warehouse, where 
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input and output units are equal, plus the effort required to 
distribute each commodity to a set of orders. 
	 It is not 
possiOlc to find a general matheidatical expression for measuring 
the nandling effort due to as3igning of a given quantity of a 
single commodity to a given number of orders, as this can be 
done in many different ways, dependent on circumstances 
particular to trade, transport methods, etc. One simple way 
might be to transport a quantity of input units, greater than, 
but as near as possible equal to, the quantity of a commodity 
required for a set of orders to an accumulation area and thence 
distrioute the order quantities to adjacent order areas uhich 
tl:o selves are adjacent to loading bays, as shown in Fig. 6.1. 
nr-1 accumulatiok. area must be at least of sufficient capacity 
to hold the largest total quantity of the commodity in highest 
de::.and for a set of orders. 
Obviorlsly, once the system of assigning the total cuantity 
picked to a set of ordz:rs is given, one can estimate the 
handling effort involved. 
6.6. 	 It should be noted that under parallel picking, the handling 
effort within the v-arehoue or storage area is ii.dependent 
of the effort required in assigning items to orders. Thus 
inability to find a general optimisation prceaure 2or the 
latter does in no way obstruct optimisation of the former by 
the methods given in Sections 4 and 5. 
MARSHALLING AREA FOR ORDERS 
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	5.7. 	 In sequential picking we shall first consider the case ythere 
any cubicle of the warehouse may hold one major unit (input 
unit) of any of the commodities stored, i.e. a layout as per 
Aethod 2 of Section 4. 
T.le assume that any single orders, to which the picking system 
applies, can Le put together in one picking round through the 
ware'riouse. ¶Te shall further assume that output units can be 
picked from any cell; if this were not so, - for example, if it 
were impossible to ?lel, from the high cells - we would not have 
a true sequential pivA:ing procedure, but the hybrid case of 
subsection C.4 above. 
	
6.3. 	 On these assumptions, the handling effort is again related 
to distance,along the three axis, provided that, once a cell 
is reached, any number of output units, up to the total 
contained in the cell, can be taken without further movement. 
Of course, quantity picked does influence total handling effort, 
in the sense, that a picker taking, say, 5 units from a cell, 
will spend more time at twat location, than if he takes only 
one unit. Since, however, we are interested in the total 
average handling effort in the warehouse per unit of time, and 
the actual transfer of a unit from cell to, say, collecting 
pallet, can be taken to require the same effort at any cell, 
the total average effort ascribable to quantity picked is a 
constant dependent only on the average rate of output, which 
must be of the order of half the average rate of. throughput, 
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i.e. N/2, in terms of input th-_its. Since it is a constant, 
it dies not enter in any mathematical minimisation proceure. 
C.9. 	 If the average number of orders is, say P, and the average 
number of lines is x., on average different cells will have 
to he visited per collecting rcund. On the assumptions of 
suL-section 6.7. the major units of the commodities will be 
randomly distributed over the warehouse. It is shown in the 
section on Mathematics, that in these conditions the £ cells 
will on average lie along the diagonal from cell 0 to the 
1 	 1 farthest cell, and will beTTIx, ~tl 	 1 7.717Z apart Thus the 
average distance from point of reference to the furthest cell 
to be visited is given by: 
RA- ( X Y z), where 
Y, 	 is the Length, width and height of tae average occupied 
block of cells. 
If any cell is directly accessible from any other cell, the 
total average handling effort of picking could he 7:ritten 
2P.Q. F 7 	 -; 
Lek 2 
and the total handling effort in the warehouse, i.e. ?nput 
and output together as: 
(6.1) 
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11(T) = 	 (a5: 	 gi + dE) + 	 + :7 	 (5.2) 
=
2  + AX + BY + CZ 
Ma 2Pt 	 Mg 2Pt 	 Md 2P.2.
A 4 	 771e' B = 	 1 + 	 f 4 	 Q+F 	 = — 4 t+ia  
note: it is the unit handling effort in the vertical direction, 
if picking can proceed from one level to a hi,her level, 
without the necessity of returning to ground level. Other. ise 
h = £h'/2, uhere h' = unit handling effort in vertical 
direction 
A 'Anil-lama handling effort .:ould again require a block of cells 
,71 	
bit 
• lot-I.:, -5  wica, and r7high with W'  
In short the procedure ie the came as described in Section 4. 
6.10. Unfortunately it is difficult to imagine a real warehouse in 
rthich each call is directly accessible from any other cell. 
Even. if space or building costs were nil, such a layout would 
require free standing racking, each racl: bein exactly one cell 
long and wizle, and Z cells high, the cost of such racking would 
be significantly higher than the more usual arrangements, such 
as that in Fig. 5.1 
The layout of Fig. 5.1 is the most economical in terms of 
space and racking, but the worst from the point of sequential 
order picking, es it requires the raximum amount of back-tracking 
during a collecting round. Any other arrangement, that is, 
putting in more lateral gangway s, will improve the situation 
at the expense of space. 
No rultter what the layout of the racking, the everace :'.ocation 
of the cells to be visited, will be as descrihed in sub-secton 
G.9 
The case of intereLt iss , of course, when R., the nether of 
picking points per collecting,; round, is relatively large; we 
can take as representative exa,zple the case where la (k4-1) = 1, 
that is on average a cell in each rack has to be visited during 
oue round. In tLis case the total avera,3e -pcking effort 
can be written as 
if 	 2R, 	 2 
2 	 , (p) = —E + P -- e..• hZ 	 Q-L1) + I 	 ,; 
if 2, is an even nunber 
or 	 (p) = 	 t + 	 fell • fY 	 22.(!2,-1)7 
if 2 is oLJ. 
5.11. We could again add handling effort for input to (6.1a) and 
thence derive a cell block that would minimise total handling 
effort. V;e feel, Lowever, that thi2 would not be of 7,reat 
practical value. firstly, as already sai6, the exnress.i_on 
(t:.1a) applies only to the racking layout of ric. 5.1, whic"..-:, 
though ci2mmon, is not necessarily the hest. Pick-1:ng effort 
could be improved by adding lateral ganzuays, but the amoi.Int 
of improvement depends on the number P.. Secondly,i the factor 
V(Q+1) is smaller or greater than 1, that is, if on average 
more tan one cell per reel:, or less than one cell per rack 
respectively, are visited per collecting round, the expressions, 
equivalent to (6.1a),become rather cumbersome and a larLe 
variety both of rack layouts, and interval factors X/(E+1) would 
have to be considered before any general conclusions could be 
stated. It is doubtful, if such general statements would be 
close enou:h to reality to be directly applicable. to any given 
case. On the whole, now that we have laid down the procedure, 
it sees more econonical to carry out the actual calculations 
froTM case to case. 
6.12. 	 There is, however, one further reason. If these are, say, V 
varieties stockca, the maxiuum number of cells recuired to 
form a pickinL, i--e is of the order of V, i.e. it is exactly 
V, if any cell can be replenished as soon as it becomes empty 
or .lightly more than V, if it takes more than the time spent 
on a picking round to replenish the cells of th,:se relatively 
few varieties, which are in high demand. 
Now, V must be considerably less than R. Even,if on each 
collecting round the entire ;ticking face of V cells has to 
be traversed and the cells are arranged only at one level the 
total picLing effort per collecting round is given by 
U' (I))
p 	 fV 
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In picking through the entire warehouse, the picking effort 
per round, even if there is direct access from all cells to 
all cells, is riven by 
2 E (p) 	 —t + 
	 + 	 + 2p (6 3a) 
t;ince V is much smaller than : = X Y 7 it ..s entirely likely 
that k' (p) is much smaller than h"(p). It is therefore, 
also Inely that the total handling effort in a "hybrid" 
warehouse, consisting of the type Oealt with in Sections 4 and 5, 
plus a V cell z iYidng face, will te less, than that fur sequential 
picking within a warenouse as given in the previous subsections. 
6.13. 	 The unidrectional, one level arrangement of the V cells for a 
nicking face is not uecessarily the best. A unidirectional 
arrangement of cells z high, and y long, where 
z = a ir\f7 	 y 	 a 
AT 
with 	 a =, J.jz, 
will be optimal, if varieties are assigned to the cells on 
the picking face randomly. 
This can still be futtaer improved by assignin'6 varieties in 
order of frequency of remand, that is in order of frequency of 
a variety appearing on orders, with the high frequency 
varieties occupying the lowest cells. 
6.14. The values of f and h will again vary according to the 
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handling equipment used. We can therefore, choose between 
various available equiptteut, by recalculating the picking effort 
in a sLuilar way as illustrated on pages 76 ff. 
6.15. Thus, there is some evidence, that a warehouse with true 
sequential picking will require -ere handling effort, than the 
hybrid arrangement, though, of course, we cannot at this stage 
show, that this is true in all cases. Ue have, ho::ever, 
shown that in each particular case, the necessary calculations, 
on which to base a choice between, parallel, sequential and 
hybrid picking can be made. 
6.13. During the above discussion we have assume,L that all varieties 
are stored together, as per Method 2 of Section 4. We have 
also shown in the preceding sections that this method requires 
less total space. 
Let us now, in order to simplify the argument, assume that 
height does not matter in sequential picking. For any given 
height the area under 1-iethod 2, will therefore be less than 
the area under Method 1. It is clear that, since a collecting 
round consists effectively of a round trip over the area with, 
or without back: tracking, the smaller Cie area, the shorter 
the collecting round. On the whole, therefore for sequential 
picking, ilethod 2 must be preferable to Method 1; this is true 
for whatever height can be usefully and economically employed 
in storing. 
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As from the ciscussion in Sections 4, 5 and the e2mlaple, it appears 
that, when many varieti,:s are stored, 3:ethod 2 is of nn preferable 
at least for a sizni-acant part of the total storage requirement, 
lie feel that dicus-,icn of sequential picking under Hethod 1 
is unnecessary. 
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7. 	 TI 1,2  DEPEEDLAT STOaAGE POLICIES  
	
7.1. 	 The previone sections dealt wit% a simple warehouse =del 
in a static sense. This was sufficient, the only consideration 
being olAinisatiea of handling, i.e. the problem pocad :.zas 
spatial. 
The prole em becomes a dynamic one as soon as stock policies 
are tal:en into consideration, that is, as soon as the time 
dimension enters the problem. 
1e discuss below how the imposition of a time dependent 
policy effects the model. 
	
7.2. 	 The "Saw Tooth Diagram" (Fig. 7.1 is familiar 
to all stock controllers. It depicts the stock level over 
time. The interval between two adjacent peaks is the 
"replenishment period". The average stock. in any replenishment 
period is given by the mid-point of tILe line connecting the 
peak with the lowest point, i.e. the end point, Thus, if the 
beginning stock level is 1 and the stock at the end of the 
period, that is the stock just before a further replenishment 
arrives, 2, the average stock during ti-ie period is given by 
f' 	 + 7? 
	
7.3. 	 The average stock level over time can be estimated by 
averaging the mid-points of all periods. Similarly one 
can estimate an avera,;e maximum stock, say K ane an average 
minimum stock 2, by averaging all the peaks and lowest: points 
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7.4. 	 Conversely, Live K and R, the average stock level over time, 
", is z7iven by 
	
(K + To, and this T.:,ust, of cour:sa equal to 
the avera3c stock as derived from oaer sources. 
If we write u = 17/2, teen K = (2 - u)k. 
	
7.5. 	 The total average movement, in and out, in the average 
replenishment period is, therefore, given by M = 	 -017, and 
the average volume occupied by this movement is (2-2u)1:. 
rhe value of u cm_ easily be obtained froi stock records, by 
evaluating the ratio 7/H or from the expression ri = 	 - Olt 
	
7.6. 	 Consider now what happens in the average period, Given all 
movements are average and given tae rule of always filling 
the nearest empty cell and taking from the nearest full cell, 
modified by FIFO. This means that the shortest distance rule 
dpi lies only witain groups of equally old stock units. As:ame 
first that 11 = 3 and we start with a full store, that is the 
stock equals 1 	 all equally old and located in the nearest 
- 1 - 1   1. cells. r Durinf_ the first replenishment period (2-2p) = -5  
units arc issued and according to rule are taken from tAe nearest 
location, as tha entire stock is of the same age. 
2 - At the start of the second period 3 — K units are received and 
9 - 
go into the free locations. The 3  -=  K issues, _however, are taken 
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from the farther half of the store as they are older. At the 
2 -. 
start of the third period, the K :ncorinf; stock units so into 3 
the locations vacated by issues durl:,. the second -,eried, and 
issues during the thin,. period are the receipts 
	 the start 
of the second period. 
7.7. 	 Obviously, this procesz., repeats itself continuously and equally 
obviously, the average distance over uhich a unit, in or out, 
mist be handled is given by formula (4.1) which explicitly 
becomes 
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= — -v(2 - 
aFIFO 2 
if the cells are cubical. 
The statements about non-cubical cells and handling functions 
in Sections 4 and 5 above are valid in this case provided one 
:substitutes (2 - OR for 1: in all expressions. The movements 
1 n in and out are gra?hically depicted for 1-is = 26 in 212,ure 
.2a 
7.C. 	 Imarfine now the same ooeration with a 1.1 = 1, 	 seartiul; 
from a stock equal to (2 - 3:)2, that is 11 2, all equally old. 
2 During the first period issues will empty t':ie nearest — of the 3 
cells, which ,7111 be filled at the start of the second period 
with new receipts. During the second period issues are taken 
first from the furthest - of cells and then from the nearest 
(7.1) 
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5. neceipts at the start of the third period so rota the cells 
vacated dgrin the second period, and is3ues are taken from 
the nearest 2  of cells, and so an (.ee Fig. 7.20 
7. c.). 	 Clearly in these conditions the average distance an unit moves 
is nou less than thee given in formula (7.1), lint not .auch less 
In fact (7.1) gives an upper limit for the average istance, 
and can be used as a conservative estimate of that average. 
7.10. Similar considerations of average movement, in and out, when 
2 the retie g is greater than -5-, illustrated in Figs. 7.2c 
aud 7.2d, lead us to the same conclusion. Section 10 srecifies 
the exact formulae, 'cut fcr all practical nurposes formula 
(7.1) is sufficiently accurate. 
7.11. 	 "tie have coined the term 1;11WDIS to describe the policy of 
minimising movement in the warehouse regardless of age of 
stock. The same analysis that was used for IF in the 
preceding subsections leads directly to an appropriate 
expression for the average distance over wnich units are 
moved in the case of 	 Although it may appear that 
this case has been treated in Sections 4 and 5, this is not 
so as there the static case 'ias considered. 	 in actual fact 
..tock movements have a time dilnension, i.e. the sa— tooth 
diagram is a proper re7resentation of atoch movement under all 
policies. 
46. 
7.12. 	 If no account of ace of stoc:,. is talLen and only the rdningam 
distE:ce rule applies, issues Lill always be taken prom the 
nearest f-!:11 cells and receipts stored in the nearest empty 
cells. Thus, on average movement will take place in a cube of 
%-olume (2 - 2.11)K with origin at the reference point if the 
cells are cubical and we have 
aMINDIS = 2 
3y 	(2-20-K 	 (7.2) 
7.13. Me el:pressions for handling effort in Section 4 are also valid 
in this case, if one substitutes (2-207. for : in all expressions. 
7.14. It is not possible to considcr movements under LIFO surely on 
the basis of average movement and averaze stocks. If indeed 
there were ao fluctuations from the average, LIFO would be 
equivalent to i4DAIS. One can, however, fairly easily imagine 
the average picture of a ',IF; store. 
Starting from a store whose nearest cells are full, a new 
receipt will occupy the farther locations. During the 
ensuing period, if issues exceed receirts, all the cells 
filled at t-e star'J_ of the period will be emptied, and soma 
of the nearest cells as well. The next hatch cf receipts will 
occupy these eI,Ipty cells if it does not exceck. the previous 
issue; if it does some further far cells will be filled. 
Issues then will be taken first from the cells filled during 
that period, then from cells filled in the. prceedinz period 
and so on. Thus, there i11 he a tendency for old stock to 
47. 
a-;cumulate in the cells which are about average eistance fioi 
origin. 
7.15. The average ma:dmum stock is given again as (2-0:. The old 
stock whiclh moves relatively rarely, will on average ee u:, 
and .lovement will take place in the space in front and behind 
this barrier of old stock, which is centred on the ,aean line 
of the cube of volume2-017. See fig. 7.3. 
The average tlistance for cubical cells can thus be approximated 
Ly averaging the average distance in a cube of volume (1
-11) 
and the average distance of the (1-11): farthest cells in a 
cube of volume C7.-07.. 
- 
= 4 1/3 { (1-0
1/3 (2-01/3 + 1/ (2-02/3 4- 
 (2-01/3 1 dLIFO 4  
retails of derivation of (7.2) ere given in section 10. Again 
the expressions ill Section 4 for handling effort apply, given 
the proper substitution for K derived from (7.2) 
Thus the effect of tine, alters the expression for unit average 
handling effort only in the sense that the value w becomes 3/ 
instead of 	 :."G 
simil„,lyany ,..31T17 1 (2-u)KG 3^ 
	
N - 
and /(L-2u)KG 
S = (2-0: for FIFO (2-2017 fcr 
43. 
with a and 	 becoming S/K and 	 res-k:ectively. 1 	 1 1 
For LIFO the su-ostitution is sorawhat more complex as movement 
t,,,?-es place on averaLe in t;Jo, spatially separated, :arts of the 
scorace volume, so that one cannot uirectly substitute S for K 
in (4.2, but has to rel-Trite 4.2 as 
ti 
 
= 	 ^w- + 	 (l+r 
= 3;(l-u)Ragd 
wit = 3 (2-11)Kagd 
/ (2 	 2/3 (2-01/3
1. 
 
The aevelopment to the decision criterion A from (4.2) t c 
(4.) remains the same using the form of (7.4) for handlin?; 
effort. 
(7.4) 
45. 
MOVE27NT IN .ArD OUT OF ':7ARETIOLISE 
under FIFO  
Notes to Figs. 7.2a, b, c 
teach line of the grid shows the complete 
number of cells available in each period. 
Cells are identified by number and distance 
from reference point. 
i‘denotes movement out 
.-7Idenotes movement in 
A number in the cell denotes the period of 
receipt of stock that does not move during 
the period. 
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FIG.7.3. 
SHADED VOLUME REPRESENTS SPACE, IN WHICH 
ON AVERAGE NO MOVEMENT OCCURS UNDER LIFO 
8. 	 COST OF STOrAGE SPACE 
The analysis of hanklling effort in a ware:icnse, discusseu 
Vie fore6oirg sections is based on the assumption, twat handling 
effort is a function of the :istailcc over uhici_ stock items 
Nave to be moved. It showed that tc mininise aandlin,L effort 
the :,tcrage space lust have certain dimensions, related to 
voluk.e requared and the characteristics of Lla.,Iirg 
equipment. 	 was said aLout the effort of obtaining 
a space of :Alen climeasio,:s. In simpler language, if we 
agree to measure "na,,,,Iling effort in monetnr: tervz, we 
minimised the coJt of handli:l.g but neglected in 'che process 
the cost of space, by stating that for a given storage volume, 
minimal handling cost can be ac'aieved if the storage s?hee is 
of a certain length, width and 
C.2. 	 The cost of space is a capital charge that has to be serviced 
at regular intervals. It is, therefore, correct to apportion 
that charge to the total average handling cost, per time 
unit, and to attempt to Idnimice the total cost of rvuning 
a uarehouse, particularly T:: Den considerin7 opening a net; 
warehouce, rat.LJ.er than storage in an existing ouilding. 
0 .) (JoJ. warehouse structure if, usually a rectangular bo:;.. Though 
architects, rather surprisingly, are reluctant to accept 
matheriatical cost forillulae, for the purpose of this 
50. 
investigation au approach to construct such a formula must 
be made on the best evidence zvailable. 
3.4. 	 It appears that the Ouiluing cost for a boxlike warehouse 
caa be subdivided into two main items, one dependent on the 
floor area, the second an the wall area required. Cost of 
floors per square unit der,endc again on the load bearing 
requirements, floor coverings etc. Similarly roofing 
is a function of floor area, and so, it appears, are pert 
o. J the services such as lighting, drainage etc. There is 
thus a Dart of the total cost, that is roughly proportional 
to the floor area, or in symbols 
C1 = Axy 
where x = length, y = width 
(8.1) 
3.5. 	 The cost of walls, stanchions and other supports and part 
of the services are similarly related to wall area, in 
symbols 
C2 	 = 23 (x +y) z, where z = height 
	 (8.2) 
The proportionality factors A and B, which effectively are 
prices per square unit, depend on the requirements of the 
particular building, and can be expressea in terms of E. s. d. 
In the main, the total capital cost of such a boxlike 
51. 
structure can thus 1.)e expressed as 
C = A x y + 213 (x + y)z 	 (8.3) 
and given that we wish the box to contain a given volume 
of stock items, say, K, then 
K' 	 x' y' z' where K' is the volume taken up 
by K storage units, and x',y',z' 
are IL/ear measures 
From the expressions (n.3) and (3.4) we can derive the dimensions 
of the building of volume K', that would have minimum cost. 
This tu7r.s out to ue 
x' = y' = 3/20kT 	 (5.4) 
z' 	 = 3)L' /40z 	 8- B A 
5.6. 	 Clearly, the dimensions that minimise capital costs for a 
given volume, are not the same as those that minimise 
handling costs. 	 In order to obtain the dimensions chat 
minimise total handling costs, including space costs, we 
must combine the expressioas for space cost and handling 
effort. In the simplest case, that is the store layout 
by Method 2, of Section 4 acid gangway layout as per Fig.5.1 
we have 
TC = Axy + 2B (x + y)z + C (ax + by + cz - br) 	 (8.5) 
where: r is the depth of the transverse gangway in Fig. 5.1, 
52. 
1/3 
a known constant, and C 	 , 
We want to find the values of xl , y', and z', that 
minimise the expression (b.€), subject to x'y'z' = K' 
Unfoz•tunate?y it is not possible to find these values 
by cirect analytical methods but a numerical solution is always 
possible, and a method is explained in para. 10.10. 
9. 	 AUTOjAIION IN ITAREHOU.SE 
	
9.1. 	 In the preceding sections we have described procedures to 
minimise haneliug effort within warehouses, on tae assumption 
that handling effort is a function of the average distance 
over which one unit hers to be moved during the storage 
vrocess. Je have based our deductions on data that are 
normally available to warehouse managers, and have established 
that the physical shape of the storage space is dependent on 
the characteristics of the handling equipment, and the layout 
within that space, that is the assignment of storage locations 
to commodities, is dependent on the average throughput rates 
and maximal storage capacities. It was shown that variety, 
as such, does not influence handling effort. 
It is natural to ask whether and how can our analysis help 
in deciding on automation of warehouse processes. 
	
9.2. 	 Before we can discuss this question, we must define the 
meaningof the term "automation". Warehouse processes are 
of two kinds: Input and Output. Input starts with the 
arrival of goods to be stored at the warehouse entrance. 
The arrival and the identification of the goods as to 
quantity and commodity is notified to the warehouse controller. 
On the basis of this information and in accordance with 
given rules, tae controller aecides where in the warehouse 
54. 
each unit of the goods is to be stored and orders the move-
ment of the goods into the warehouse. This order initiates 
the physical transport of the goods. 
Output starts with a demand to the controller for a quantity 
of goods to be issued. The controller, again in accordance 
with given rules, decides which particular units from which 
store location are to be used and orders their removal. His 
order initiates physical transport of the designated items 
to the exit. 
There are thus two different types of activity involved in 
the warehouse processes: information processing and physical 
handling of goods, the link between the two activities being 
the controller, and it should be noted that all the 
controller's decisions are made in accordance with a given 
set of rules. We shall define as automation the exclusion 
of the human element, inclusive of the controller, from both 
activities. 
We now consider whether the results described in the preceding 
sections, apply to automated warehouse processes. The short 
answer to this is yes, but with a different emphasis. 
For example: it is entirely possible with our present technical 
resources to automate a warehouse,storing pallet units in 
55. 
racks, by substituting a computer for clerks and controller, 
and black boxes, linked to the computer, for the drivers of 
the handling equipment. In fact this is exactly the form 
of automation that has been realised in the warehouse of 
"The Kitchen of Sarah Lee". In such a set-up, handling 
effort and thence handling cost are still linked to distance 
over which an item has to be moved, and our model would 
ai:ply. But pure handling-cost, i.e. costs dependent on 
the distance, are only part of the total handling cost. 
There are other costs, which are time dependent, such as 
amortisation rates of building and capital ecuipment, and in 
tae case of automation the initial capital outlay will be 
high. 
If we write total handling cost per time unit 
.= A + 
where A represents amortisation of capital and E is given by 
ii (aX gY CE) 
minimisation of B in accordance with the procedures described 
in the preceding sections, will have increasingly smaller 
effect on h(T) as A increases. Nou that part of A, that is 
due to automated handling equipment will increase according, 
to the maximum distance over which any unit may have to be 
moved; in other words automated Handling equipment must be 
able to operate over the entire extent of the warehouse, and 
its cost increases with increasing warehouse capacity. Once 
55. 
such equipment is installed the actual operating cost, whiLh 
is a function of distance, will constitute a relatively 
c _alb part of total cost. per mit tivv. 
It is thus more important to minimise the maximum required 
warehouse capacity than to minimise handling effort. The 
procedures of Sections 4 and 5, therefore, do not entirely 
apply, as clearly the minim= of required capacity is 
achieved whet. all items are stored together a shown in 
subsection 4.14 above. 
Using conveyors and automatically operated gates on the 
storcge cells, instead of driverless handling equipment, 
enforces the above argument, and such equipment is more 
likely to be used in automation. 
9.4. 	 It should be noted, that in minimising required capacity, 
variety caters in an indirect way. In itself variety does 
not 4:atter in store automation, as the information processing 
equipment - in effect, a computer - can be presumed to 
recognise varieties by relevant item codes, for a very wide 
range of items, ,and all that is required is the knowledge 
that a given storage cell is either eiapty or contains one 
unit of a known variety, and the handling equipment is 
indifferent to the contents of the box or pallet it moves. 
7aat matters is that each variety has a different stock 
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variance. Stock variance is often in inverse proportion to 
movement rate, usually due to longer replenishment cycles for 
the items in low demand. This will result in relatively 
larger capacity requirements for slow movers. 
Variety, therefore, forces a choice between the following 
alternatives: 
0 exclude the slow. moving commodities from 
automation 
ii) attempt to decrease stock variances of these 
items by altering their replenishment syatem, or 
iii) 	 a mixture of i) and ii) above. 
Once such a decision has been made the range of -varieties 
does not enter the minimisation procedure. 
9.5. 	 The problems and costs of information processing for 
automation are in our experience often overestimated. Most 
organisations, controlling warehouses with sufficient 
throughput to warrant a feasibility study on automation, 
already have a cotiputer for stock accounting and control; 
the additional routines required to control movement into 
and out of the warehouse represent only a small addition to 
the total of programes, and furthermore all the -rariable 
data required for this purpose are identical with those 
required for the other stock routines. Indeed, one cannot 
think about warehouse automation except within the framework 
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of a stock control system. What would, however, be required 
is a change in timing of supplying data to the various computer 
routines. For example, goods receipts into the warehouse 
are now usually given to the computer after the relevant 
goods have been storcd, whilst in an automated warehouse 
they would have to be notified before the goods enter the 
warehouse. But the same information is necessary both for 
stock control and control of mov‘ment. 
Because of this timing requirement, there may exist a 
problem of data capture. This, however, falls outside the 
remit of this research project. 
A further problem area in the information processing 
activity, is the transmission of orders from the controlling 
machine, i.e. the computer, to the handling equipment. Again 
this is outside our project, and all that needs to be said 
here, is that a variety of electronic equipment for this 
purpose is already in existence. The same cannot be said 
about handling machinery and it appears that the real 
difficulties of warehouse automation are the design and 
the cost of automated handling equipment. 
9.G. 	 In the foregoing subsections we have again concentrated on 
a warehouse in which input and output is in the same units. 
From what has been said in Section 6 on true sequential order 
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picking, and the difficulties in designing automated handling 
machinery, it appears that sequential order picking cannot 
easily be automated. The choice thus lies between parallel 
picking and a live store, that is, the system we termed 
hybrid. 
One particular form of live store seems eminently suitable 
for automation, namely the type often called "dispenser". 
This consists of a number of parallel storage conveyors, 
either powered or, more usually, gravity controlled, feeding 
on to a transverse conveyor. Each of the parallel conveyors 
holds a number of units of a given commodity, and an order 
is made up by sequentially releasing the requisite quantity 
of each commodity on to the transverse conveyor; thus, at 
the end, the transverse conveyor will hold a complete order. 
The problems with this type of order picking are: Firstly, 
the number of varieties directly effects the cost of the 
system, as each variety requires a separate storage conveyor. 
Therefor: the smaller the average number of lines per order, 
for a given variety range, the greater the cost per line. 
Secondly, the average quantity per order of a line differs 
between the commodities, hence for a regular replenishment 
cycle of the dispenser, variable lengths of storage conveyor 
are required, which may cause layout problems. 
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Nevertheless, the dispenser can easily be automated, by 
gating each storage conveyor. The automatic opening of a 
gate for a time interval proportional to the quantity 
required does not represent technical difficulties, neither 
does the feed back, to assure that the right quantity has 
been released. Furthermore, the gates of all lines requested 
by a single order can be opened simultaneeu-ly, so that tine 
total time of picking an order depends mainly on the lat&zt 
line quantity per order. The handling effort in such a 
system then depends first of all on the distribution of 
the quantity per order o2 the fastest moving line. Distance 
is of relatively little importance, particularly if, the 
layout of the dispenser is designed to minimise space taken 
up by it. 
For example in Fig. 9.1 the numbers in the parallel storage 
cells identify commodities in order of their throughput; 
Thus 1 designates the fastest moving commodity. It is clear, 
that that part of the time taken to complete one order, which 
is ascribable to traversing the length of the transverse 
conveyor will tend to a constant value per order. 
Capital cost will again be a function of capacity requirement, 
with variety having a direct influence on this cost. 
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10 	 THE MATHEHATICS OF THE MODEL  
10.1 	 The points (xi yi zi), 
with 0 45 x. 	 a 1 
0 y 
0 	 z. ;5 c 
form a rectangular block of volume a.b.c. Distance is defined 
as in section 3, para. 4, that is distance between points 
p. and p. Li given by 1 
d(ii) = ixi 	 xil 	 (y. - Y.) 	 z.1 	 zji 
The average distance of the points from origin is then clearly: 
a + b + c 
2 (10.1) 
The minimum :, subject to a.h.c. = K is given by the condition 
a = b = c = 31F. as can be easily shown by setting the 
partial derivatives 
Cu 	 Cv 	 Cu au = 0, where 
Ca' Cb' Be' a;,  
U 
	 (a b + c) - 	 (abc - K) 
and solving for a, b, c, A. 
10.2 	 If we evaluate distance in a block of cubicle cells of side 
1, in terms of number of cells along, across and upwards. 
and there are K = a x b x c cells, the average cell distance 
from origin is Eve by: 
a-1 	 b-1 	 o-1 
Ti=bcEx.+ac E y.i + ab 	 z. 	 aac 
o 1 
ac(b 1)b  
2 
ab(c - 1)c  
2 
bc(a - 1 
L 
Yab 
	 (10.1a) 
a + b + e - 3 (a,b,c,x. 
. 2 
Again the minimum distances is given by the condition 
a 	 b 	 c= 317 
	
10.3 	 From (10.1) it follows that expression (4.1b) should correctly 
read 
am + gn + dp - (a + g + dl 	 (10.2) 
a + P + d  Since 	 is a constant, it does not affect the 2 
search for minima]. Ilandling effort, hence (4.10 is good 
enough for our purpose. 
	
10.4 	 Derivation of (4.2) is given by: 
17v + dz:.3 subject to 
K 
lienca F = ax + gy + dz - A (xyz - K) 	 (1 0.3) 
a1!'/ ax = a -Xyz = 0 
3F/ay = g -Axz = 
DF/Uz = d -Axe' = 0 
e/3X = -)lyz+K = 0 	 (10.4) 
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The equations 0.0.4 )give 
xK 	 - 	 d 1/3 1/3 1/3 a2/3 	
1/3 
= 	 / 	 0; 	 /a 
y = K1/3 al/3 d1/3 / g2/3 = K1/3(agd)1/3/1,; 
z = K1/3 a1/3 g1/3 / d2/3 = K1/3(agd)1/3/d (10.5) 
Applying the usual tests we find that the values (10.5) 
are minimal. 
10.5 For the derivation of the expressions in Section 7, we 
have: 
Given a cube of K cubical cells, and side 1:, we wish to 
derive the average distance cf the (K-Y) cells farthest 
away from origin, where the Y cells form a cube, of side 
y, based on the origin. The volume of the cube K, is thus 
divided into four parts: The cube Y, and three rectangular 
blocks of sides: 
k x k x (k-y), y x y x (k-y), and k x y x (k-y), 
respectively. 
10.6 	 We can write the average distance of the cells not in the 
cube Y, d as 
7 11 k2 (k-y) u
Y 
 - 2f k - y 
3 	 i 
,2(k_7) 
+ 	  0 _ yJ 
ky(k-y)  
- y3  
,k + k + (k-y) - 
L Y 	 Y 	 (k-y) 
Lk 	 y + (k-y) 3)} + (10.6) 
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(10.6) is the properly proportioned average distance of cells 
in each of the rectangular blocks to the corner in each 
block nearest to the origin, plus the distance from these 
corners to the orif,in. It similifies to: 
ay  = T 77= 3 k2, "-c- 2 	 y) 	 Y2 (k-37) + Icy (k—y) 
1 Tc-s=73 2k3(k-y) + 2y3(k-y) + ky (k+y) (k
-
y) - 
- 3 + 2y1 
ic+37 - 3 4. 2k3 + 2y3 	 k2y + + 
k4 + ky + yz ky2  
) (10.6a) 
f
2k + y - 3 0 2y3  k4 + ky 	 )r 
d(y)for  all 0 y < k since 2k + y-3 k3 	 2y3 	
'3k-3' L4 + ky+ yZ  
as y3 > 0. The condition y = k is meaningless and the condition 
y = 0 gives the fimula for 71 from (10.1,1). 
	
10.7 	 Set y/k = T The average distance CI now becomes 71 
Y 	 T 
a 	 . i 2k + Tk - 3 k3 + 2T3k3  
T 	 + T-+ Tki + TLk4 } 
1 + 2T3 	 k 
. 	 i f (2+T ) k-3 + I+ 223 1  TA. T4  
3k - 3 	 3 	 kT3  
2 	 2 	 1 + T 	 T2  
	
10.3 	 In what follows we shall designate by d (X) the average 
distance of all cells in a cube of volume X, and by d, (X) 
(10.7) 
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the average distance of the (X - T3X) cells farthest away 
from origin. Considering first the statemeuts in section 
7.8 and 7.9 above, a glanca at the Figs. 7.2a, 7.2b makes 
it obvious that the average distance under FIFO is, for 
2 0 < P 	 -3- • 
"FIFO = i{Z (1) 	 171 (Yt) 	 (1 - 11) dT (10.3) 
where N • (2-2p) K 
N' • (2-3p) 
(2-p) R 
37f:fT1
- 
T 	 2-p 
2-3p 
2-2p 
Substituting the explicit expressions in (10.8) we have 
1/3- 	 2-3u I- 	 1/3 	 1] = {t2-2p) k- + 	 1(2-3p) k ,j ▪ (10.3a) dFIFO 	 2-2p 
1  
+ 	 1(2-p)l/j  k -1j 1+ 	 1-1 	 7 	( 2-2P) /(2-P)  2-2p L 	 2-2p  1 42-2p)1/31-(2-292/3  
(2-p 	 2-p . 
10.9 	 It was stated in Section 7 that (10.8) can be approximated 
by, say, dFIFO' as  
r
- dFIFO 	 1(2-0 ) • 2 6. 
Let R be a ratio 
dFIFO 3/2  
dFIFO 3/2  
(10.9) 
G. 


















